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so far, the title has won praise from fans and critics alike. it may be hard to believe, but the title will soon reach the point where it will be nearly impossible to mod
without help. yes, fans will still be able to make some minor modding just like they did in the 2009 game, but now that the developers have a bit more time, fans can
begin making much more substantial changes. this is only the beginning for this mod, since developers are not limiting it to just modding the game. the new title
includes many improvements over the original title. not only does the new title include an open world, but it also offers a new life system that allows players to
customize their characters as they progress in the game. fans can also earn and equip new costumes and vehicles to customize their characters further. perhaps this
title is geared for fans who have been playing lego games for a long time, but now that the developer has been given a little bit more time, it is only a matter of time
before many fans begin to play through the entire title and begin to make their own changes to the game. fans will begin to modify the game to their liking, just as they
did with the lego star wars video game in the years prior to its release. the previous title allowed players to create their own save files when their controller battery
drained or ran out of charge. with this title, players can play their own save files and continue to play just like before. additionally, the save file is stored in the same
location as the console version and unlike past lego titles, uses the same save format, so players can port the save file across all platforms, a plus.
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after downloading the patch, players must make sure that they save their save file in the same location as the console version of the game, otherwise, they risk losing
the customization when they transfer to the pc version. also, the file is a full save of the game with no modifications, so make sure to use something like g-tools or the
"fuse" file manager to ensure you have a full version. make sure to use non-cheat-mod related programs and place the file in the "games" folder of your game's main
directory. then, simply start the game and select load game from the menu and the new character customizations will be active. as i stated earlier, this will likely be a

minor addition for any previous user who has not been bothered by the character customization, but for those who are big fans, this mod will add a lot to their
experience and it is something they will not be unhappy about. the previous version of the game that was available to download on the game's website does not feature

the new character customization and it is unknown if the portable versions will feature it. however, there is a chance that a later version of the game will include this
feature as the skywalker saga was in development for a very short time. hopefully, the mod will add to the enjoyment of this game and becomes a part of the lego star

warsuniverse, similar to the lego indiana jones universe, lego indiana jones 2 universe, and several other spin-off games. i will update this post if something further
comes up. leogoplusm's: the new character customization is a big improvement. glad they added it. best thing is, if your using the console version already you can just

save your save file and load it in the windows version and get all the customization. it really expands what this game could be. 5ec8ef588b
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